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Summar'

Qualitative and semi-quantitative proofs were obtained for the
ionic structure of CIF3 complex with Lewis acids such as BF 3 , AsF 5
and SbF

Vapor pressure, conductivity and NMR investigations were

used to arrive at this conclusion.

NMR studies have to be continued

in other solvents to give final quantitative proof for the existence
of the ionic structure.
this purpose,

Infrared investigations are also needed for

-2Abstract
This is the first
Quarterly Technical Summary Report on our
investigation on the complexes of CIF 3 .
The physical properties of the following three complexes were
investigated:
CIF *BF3, C1F3.AsF5 and CF 3*SbF5.
A vacuum line was built to handle ClF and its
complexes safely
with the exclusion of atmospheric moisture for vapor pressure determination, conductivity measurement and preparation of NMR samples.
Vapor pressure measurements gave indication of strong bonding
with AsF and SbF even at room temperature.
With BF the complex was
somewhat weaker, ;ut still
strong enough to be worth-While for further
considerations.
NMR investigations were conducted with these complexes in CIF
as solvent.
Indirect qualitative proof was obtained for the existence
of the ionic structure.
The results could not be evaluated quantitatively because of the rapid fluorine exchange between ClF and the
complexes.
Other solvents such as BrF5 and SO are being iAvestigated.
A conductivity cell was designed for measuring the onduitivity
of the complexes in CIF as solvent.
In each case a 10SO-10- -fold
increase was noted in t1e conductivity in a concentration less than
10 mol percent.
A low temperature IR cell was designed.
Sodium chloride windows
were found to be unsatisfactory for working with CIF 3 . IRTRAN-2 windows
showed no corrosion.

-3Introduction
Complex formation was observed in the past between halogenfluorides and Lewis acids.
The subject of this project is the structure
determination of the complexes formed from CIF by the following
Lewis acids: BF , PF , AsF and SbF . It is Lupposed, based on the
result of earlie +wor;, thae the complexes possess ionic structure, in
which case a ClF 2
has to be present.
If this can be proved the anion
might be changed by another one, such as NO -, ClO-, etc. and the resulting complex would be a satisfactory higA energy solid oxidizer.
Discussion
Vacuum Line
The complexes were prepared and found to be very hygroscopic.
Two of them, the complexes with PF and BF , showed essential dissociation at room temperature.
Furthermore, because of the danger of explosion microscale investigation was preferred, and so a vacuum line
was designed and built for handling these complexes.
Many difficulties were experienced in initial
operation of the
vacuum line.
Even 3M's Kel-F stopcock grease was attacked by ClF ,
probably because of its
SiO powder content.
Finally a stopcock grease
was acquired from Halocarboi Corp. which was resistant to ClF .
Another problem was the slow reaction of the CIF with the mercury in the
manometers, which made the reading of the pressure inaccurate.
It was
found that a layer of Kel-F oil on the surface of the mercury decreased
the rate of reaction, but still
the mercury had to be replaced even in
this case after a few days of exposure to CIF or the Lewis acids used
in the experiments.
One of the greatest difficulties was caused by the occasional
formation of 0-10 from CIF in the vacuum line which is being collected
in the trap afte; evacuation.
Once this trap was shattered to pieces
by a sharp detonation while warmed up slowly at the end of an experiment.
A special protective guard was designed to prevent future-accidents.
Dissociation Pressure
The vapor pressure of the complexes was determined at two temperatures:
O"C. and 220C.
It was found that the stability of the complexes
increased from BF3 through AsF 5 to SbF 5 , as can be seen from Table I.
Table I
Compound

Vapor Pressure (in Hg mm)
00 C.
22 0 C.
200
total dissociation

ClF 3BF3
CIF 333.*AsF5

ClF

3

SbF

5

10

40

3

10

-4In comparison, BF boils at -101C., AsF at -53 0 C., SbF5 at
149.50C.
and atCIF03C.at 11.30C. Chlorinetrifluohide has a vapor pressure
of 480 Hgmm

All complexes were solid, except CIF *BF above 0°C., where it
slowly liquified and evaporated.
The melhing3 points of the components
are: CIF3 at -83°C., BF3 at -1270C., AsF 5 at -80 0 C. and SbF 5 at 70C.
The complex between CIF and PF was very unstable even at 00C.;
therefore, it was not investigated qarititatively any further.
These vapor pressure results indicate already more than a loose
complex, especially in the case of ClF ,AsF , where at room temperature
both components would be completely evlporated at atmospheric pressure.
The vapor pressure of ClF and AsF at 22 0 C. is 1.5 and 18 atm.,
respectively.
In equimolýr ratio &he vapor pressure would be 9.75 atm.
without any interaction between the two components, which is approximately 200 times higher than the value measured.
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The vacuum line was adapted to prepare samples of the complexes
in excess ClF as solvent for NMR investigation.
The investigation
was carried oAt at room temperature in a sealed NMR tube.
It was found that CIF rapidly exchanged fluorine with the complexes under these conditiýns and therefore the quantitative evaluation
of the results was impossible.
In each case one singlet was obtained
for the chlorinetrifluoride part of the complex, shifted upfield from
the singlet present in the pure CIF . The shift varied between 800-4000
cycles/second.
The singlet of the ýure CIF disappeared completely.
In the case of the complexes with BF and PO , no other absorption could
be found which indicates a rapid fludrine interchange, not only between
ClF and ClF +, but also between them and BF - or PF -.
However,
ClF 3 +AsFj- a?1d ClF +SbF - gave another singlht too, &hich indicates
no inter ction between ýhe anions and the solvent. This supports the
theory of the ionic structure.
In the case of the antimony complex
the absorption was removed upfield almost by 3000 cycles/second from
the original SbF5 singlet. Since AsF is a low boiling liquid its
absorption could not be compared with that of its complex.
The qualitative evaluation of these results indicates a very strong
interaction between CIF and the Lewis acids, but another solvent should
be used to prove quanti~atively also the ionic structure.
Theoretical
considerations and known investigations seem to limitour choice to
two "inert" solvents.
It is stated in the literatureMl), that "the
fluorine atoms in BrF are incapable of exchanging rapidly with other
fluorides" such as HF5 ClF or BrF , while the NMR spectrum of the ClF3
is affected by the presencý of other fluorides.

(1)

Hamer, A. N., Leece, J., Bentley, P. G., United Kingdom Atomic
Energy Authority, Industrial Group, 1 GR-TN/CA-I048 p. 10

-5Since nothing was known on the complex forming capability of
BrF with the Lewis acids used in our investigation, the reaction
It was found that a solid complex
between BrF and SbF was studied.
formed Just as between CIF and SbF
If this latter
complex is strong
enough, it can be supposed that it ýan be dissolved in BrF without
any exchange.
Naturally even if ClF and BrF do not exchinge fluorine
atoms rapidly, some exchange might take place between ClF
and BrF
Only the actual study of the NMR spectrum of these mixturis can g1v4
a final answer.
The other solvent which might be useful to solve this problem
is liquid SO
Some difficulties, however, might be expected here too.
According to the literature BrF forms alcomplex with sulfurtrioxide,
probably BrF 2 +SOF- (2).
NothiAg is known on the complex formation
between CIF3 and SO
Again only the actual NMR investigation of the
solution of a ClF -6ewis acid complex in liquid SO can decide whether
Here SO could exchange with the
SO
can be used aý solvent or not.
anion as shown in the following equation;
SO3 + SbF 6 (AsF 6 ,BF 4 -)
-SO
3 F- + SbFs(AsFsBF3 )
If none of these solvents will work chlorinetrifluoride will brl
used again, but at lower temperature where the literature indicates
)
no rapid exchange.
Conductivity
A conductivity cell was designed first
with Pt-electrodes and
W-leads.
Since one of the W-leads started to burn it was reconstructed
using Pt as the only metal.
The ýpecific coyductivity of the purified CIF was found to be
at -150C.
In another attempý a CIF of higher
1.7 X 1O-0 ohm- 1 cm-

purity was obtained having a sp.

conductivity of 5.5 X lO7,-37-I cm-I1 .

Earlier investigations gave a value of 3 X 10-9 ohm I cm-1().
Table II

summarizes

the results obtained with different Lewis acids.
Table II

CiF

Lewis Acid

(mmo•)

(mmol)

molarity

Temperature

Sp.

qonduc ivity

ohm-x

-C.

cm-'-

Equivalent

conduitiviPy
ohm-

83.8

8.4 BF 3

2.12

-20

4.2 X 10-3

1.99

83.8
87.4

8.2 AsF 5
2.8 SbF 5

2.07
0.67

-15
-15

1.1 X 10-2
2.1 X 10-3

5.31
3.14

(2)

Fialkov, Ya. A., Izvest. Akad. Nauk S.S.S.R. Otdel.
1954, 972, C.A. 49, 14552 (1955)

(3)

Banks,

A.

A.,

Emeleus,

H. J.,

Woolf,

A. A.,

J.

Chem.

Khim.

Nauk.

Soc. (London)
(London),

1949, 2861; Woolf, A. A., Greenwood, J., J. Cheim. Soc.
1950, 2200

cm-

-6The result with SbF_ is probably lower than the actual value
since the complex has limited solubility in ClF and some undissolved
on the bottom of the coAductivity cell, which
solid material was left
could not be taken in solution.
In the literature 11.8 is given for
ClF -SbF at OCC. in a slightly lower
the equivalent conductivity
A.measarement was made in our case also
concentration (0.564 mol/l ,.
at -780Q. where the specific and equivalent conductivity dropped to
This decrease and the increasing
1.7 10-5 and 2.30, respectively.
amount of precipitation indicated that this concentration is too high.
In the case of the other complexes some definite increase could be
noted in the conductivity at decreased temperature, but the changes
were relatively small compared to the error of the;measurement in this
A larger
range; therefore, quantitative evaluation is not worth-while.
conductivity cell should be designed which wotld allow us to measure
the conductivity more accurately in another range.
The conductivity
of the ClF 3 was found to be twice as much at -78oC., as at -15 0 C.
These findings indicate a strong, most probably ionic interaction
between CIF and theLewis acids.
The values obtained for the equivalent conduchivity are lower than those of the common ionic salts, but
values in different solvents cannot be compared quantitatively and
therefore the lower values do npt necessarily mean lower degree of
ionization.
The larger than l10 fold increase in the conductivity
is a strong qualitative proof for ionization.
Infrared Spectrum
Liquid chlorinetrifluoride reacted only slowly with NaCl optical
plates, but in vapor phase only the spectrum of NaF was obtained,
apparently as the consequence of the following'reaction:
3 NaCl + ClF 3-

> 3 NaF + 2 C12

Earlier studies stated that NaCl did not react with ClF (5).
Another
article contended that both KBr and NaCl windows could ýe used to take
the IR spectrum of ClF , but the description is not clear whether ClF
was in direct contact With the NaCl w$ow
or this latter was protectLd
by a very thin layer of Kel-F p g
erl).
Other investigators used
Kel-F cell for infrared studies (J.
In the past IRTRAN-2 windows have been used successfully for taking
IR spectra of corrosive materials.
The exact composition of this
material is not known.
It was tested against liquid CIF and SbF , but
in neither case was any corrosion observed.
A cell was Lonstruct~d
with these windows for low temperature use.

(4)

Seel, F.,

Detmer,

(5)
(6)

Ruff, 0.,
Jones, E.

Krug, H., Z. Anorg. allg. Chem. 190, 270 (1930)
A., Parkinson, T. F., Murray, R. B., J. Chem. Phys.

(7)

501 (1949)
Pemsler, J.

0.,

Z.

anorg.

P., Smith, D. F., J.

allg.

Chem. 301,

Chem. Phys.

22,

113 (1959)

1834 (1954)

17,

-7Experimental
Vacuum Line
A vacuum line was built and calibrated.
First 3M's Kel-F grease
was used but it was found to be unsatisfactory because of its
slow,
but definite reaction with CIF
The grease slowly turned yellow.
Next Hooker's Fluorolub stopcoNk grease was applied, which did not
show any sign of reaction for a few hours, but it did turn yellow
after an overnight exposure to gaseous chlorinetrifluoride.
Finally
Halocarbon Corp.'s stopcock grease was used with success without any
visible sign of attack by the CIF
The explanation of the different
behavior is that although all of &hese greases are based on Kel-F
polymers, the first
two are thickened by Si0 2 flour, while Halocarbon
use Kel-F waxes for this purpose.
The mercury in the manometers was slowly attacked by ClF and
the Lewis acids, which gave difficulties in the correct readiAg of
the pressure.
A high boiling Kel-F oil was acquired from Halocarbon
Corp. and applied on the surface of the mercury in a layer of 30-40 mm
high.
Since the oil had a relatively high viscosity, care had to be
taken to change the pressure slowly, otherwise the mercury would have
been exposed to the corrosive atmosphere for a short period.
Even in
this case some slow contamination was observed because of the solubility
of ClF in the Kel-F oils.
This effect'could be minimized by heating
the oil layer above the mercury gently by a hot-air blower.
The greatest difficulty was experienced with the disposal of

waste CJlF
The CIF, was condensed In a trap cooled with liquid N 1
at which ý;mperature--"t was solid. The solid ClF is pale yellow, 2 but
occasionally it is colored red. This is caused bý the formation of
C10 whaich is very unstable in liquid form.
The trap is allowed to
wari up slowly to room temperature in a closed hood under a stream of
air.
Once the trap, containing waste CIF and CIF *BF , exploded shortly
after being removed from the liquid N bach.
The hxpl~sion took place
with flame and sharp detonation.
A s~ecial metal case was built in
which the trap is transferred immediately from the liquid N2 bath.
Purification
Chlorinetrifluoride was distilled in the vacuum line by trap-to-trap
distillation.
The distillation was repeated three times.
In each case
the first
and last 10-15% was discarded.
Finally the CIF was condensed
over NaF and kept at -78qC. for 1-2 days in order to remohe any HF
contamination.
The Lewis acids were purified by the same way save for the NaF
treatment.
Dissociation Pressure
In the case of the complexes made by BF and AsF
were used in large excess while being treated with Cli
ClF3 SbF3 complex was prepared the CiF was applied in
the stoichiometric 1:1 ratio.

the Lewis acids
When the
an excess over

-8The CIF *BF complex was kept at -78 0 C. until no more BF evolved.
The containe; waý evacuated then at liquid N temperature and then
slowly warmed up to OC.
After reading the ýressure it was allowed
to warm to room temperature (22*C.).
In order to prevent the contamination of the mercury in the manometer, the system was evacuated as soon
as the pressure reached 760 Hgmm.
The CIF -AsF complex was kept at -42 0 C. until no more AsF
evolved.
After e~acuation at -78 C. the complex was heated up Pirst
to O0C., then to 220C.
At each point the pressure reading was made
after waiting an hour to reach the equilibrium.
In the case of the CIF *SbF= complex the container was warmed up
slowly until the SbF meltea, bu• before ClF boiled (m.p. of SbF =
70 C.; b.p. of CIF =ll
C.).
Then it was cohled to -780C. and evacuated.
After all of the ClF, was evaporated the same procedure was
f6&lowed as with ClF 3AsF5
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
The samples were prepared similarly as for the investigation of
the dissociation pressure, but the preparation was done immediately in
the NMR tubes which were connected to the vacuum line.
After the
preparation, CIF was condensed to it until the solid went in solution
at OC0
Then th@ tube was sealed and stored in dry-ice until-their
NMR investigation.
The ClF *PF complex was prepared in such way that
PF was condensed into largý excess of ClF , then warmed up to Oc.
Thý tube was sealed off at liquid air temp~rature.
All sample tubes
were cracked under their own pressure after standing two days at room
temperature.
In our search for a more suitable solvent than ClF , another
halogenfluoride, BrF , was investigated.
Nothing was funrd about its
complex forming capability; therefore, its reaction was investigated
with SbF
Brominepentafluoride was cooled to 100C. and equimolar
quantity of SbF was added slowly to it.
The SbF went into solution
first,
then some precipitation appeared on the boetom, and finally
everything solidified in a pink crystalline mass.
The solid- reacted
violently with water, ignited paper on contact.
Conductivity
A cell was designed according to the drawing shown and connected
to the vacuum line.
The cell was calibrated with 0.021 n. H SO' which
gave a value of 14.2 ohm.
This gave a cell constant of ll.79. 4 The
resistance was measured by the combination of a Heathkit decade resistance and RLC checker.
The first
cell had to be redesigned to eliminate tungsten leads, which began to burn in contact with ClF 3 .
The measurement with BF and AsF was carried out in such a way
that frirst known amount of CHF
measred volumetrically on the vacuum
line, was condensed from the vacuum line into the conductivity cell
and then the Lewis acid was condensed to it.
The mixture was heated
up to -150C. and kept there for 20-30 minutes, then the measurement
was made.

-9introducing
*
The CIF *SbFr. complex was prepared in the cell by first
known amount 3 of SBF and condensing CIF over it in known excess quantity.
The temperature was controlled carefully between the melting point
of SbF (7.0 C.) and the boiling point of CIF3 (110C.), but still
some
solid ;recipitation was left
on the bottom ofthe cell.
In some cases measurement was made at -78*C., but generally the
changes could not be measured with good accuracy.
The resistance (8-20
ohms) was very near to the lower limit of the measuring capability of
the instrument (1 ohm).
A cell with a lower cell constant should be
built to shift these values to a more accurate range of the instrument.
Infrared Spectrum
Both NaCl
kept there for
while IRTRAN-2
used in a cell

and IRTRAN-2 windows were dipped into liquid CIF3 and
5-15 minutes.
The NaCI showed slow but definite attack,
gave no visible sign of any corrosion.
When ClF was
with NaCi windows only the spectrum of NaF was oAserved.

A special cell was designed for low temperature work according
to the drawing shown.
The available IRTRAN-2 windows showed too strong
background; therefore, a new pair of windows was ordered.
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